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A ~ l A  modification of the revised simplex algorithm is considered where every step involves 
O(m 2) arithmetical operations. The error analysis and the bit-complexity estimates presented show very 
strong stability of the modified algorithm. The same modification can be included into some other linear 
algebra algorithms. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We will refer to the linear programming problem as to the l.p. problem and we will use its 
canonical representation: 
maximize crx (1.1) 
subject oAx = b, x>-0 .  
HereA is a m × n matrix; c, x, and b are 3 vectors of the dimensions n, n, m, respectively; 
0 is the null-vector; b, c and A are given; x is unknown. 
The l.p. problem is computationally equivalent to the problem of solving a system of 
linear inequalities in fi unknown variables, 
Ay ~- 6. (1.2) 
Both problems have numerous applications and are routinely solved in practice by the 
simplex algorithms[6, 8]. However, it remains a challenge for the researchers to prove or to 
disprove the customary belief that the simplex algorithms are superior over all other algorithms 
for (1.1) and (1.2) such as ones presented in [5, 11, 14, 20]. 
In August 1984, in his presentation atthe meeting of the American Mathematical Society 
in Eugene, Oregon, N. K. Karmarkar claimed that in his numerical experimentation hisrecent 
algorithm[ 11 ] converged substantially faster than the simplex algorithms did. Further numerical 
experiments with both competing classes of algorithms should give the answer which of them 
is superior. According to the theoretical estimates of [11], Karmarkar's algorithm always ter- 
minates in O(Ln) iterations (here L defines the input size of the problem, see below) involving 
O(n "-5) arithmetical operations per every iteration while the simplex algorithms always involve 
only O(n 2) arithmetical operations per every pivot step and converge in O(min {m 2, n2}) pivot 
steps on the average input[2, 3, 18]. 
Remark 1.1 
Some authors indicate that during the decades of the application of the simplex algorithms 
it was observed that the number of pivot steps (hereafter designated by r) was practically always 
bounded by 3m for moderate n and tended to grow proportionally to log n as n grew large[6, 
pp. 45-46; [13], p. 434]. In our opinion, the most likely explanation of the discrepancy between 
that bound r = O(m log n) and the theoretical upper bound r = O(min {m 2, n2}) in the average 
case is the difficulty of the probabilistic analysis of the complexity of the simplex algorithms 
so that the quadratic upper bound on r is likely to be overly pessimistic. Another possible 
explanation is that the theory deals with the input instances where the matrix A is dense and 
unstructured while in practice A is always sparse and well structured when m and/or n are large, 
and that the latter properties of A imply the decrease of r. 
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The factor L in the above estimates defines the input size of the problem, that is. the 
number of bits required in order to represent the input information to the problem. 
L = Iog(l + C + D), C = max{lbi[ + Iq], biandc, are the entries of b and c}. 
i.1 
D = max {Idet XI, X is an m x m submatrix of A}, 
X 
D ~ max {IIA~.II', Aj is the column j of A, j = 0, I . . . . .  n - 1}. 
i 
(I.3) 
Here and hereafter we use the 2-norm of vectors and matrices (also called the Euclidean 
norm)[l, 7, 10]. 
The above estimates O(m2r) and O(n3SL) for the total number of arithmetical operations 
involved in the simplex algorithms and in Karmarkar's algorithm [compare Remark I. I and 
the relation (1.3)] come quite close to each other in the cases where L is bounded by a constant 
or, say, where L = O(log (m + n)). (Note that the simplex algorithms effectively exploit the 
sparseness and the structure of the input matrices, see [6], but that property of the simplex 
algorithms was recently extended in [17] to other known algorithms for the problems (l. l) and 
(1.2).) For further theoretical investigation, it is interesting to estimate the computational errors 
of both algorithms and to examine their stability-complexity relations. Specifically, at some 
steps of the simplex algorithms it may be required to recompute the triangular factorization of 
the m x m basis matrix in order to stabilize the computation and to save the storage space[6, 
p. I l 1 ]. At such steps the number of arithmetical operations involved may increase from O(m 2) 
to about (2/3)m 3(or alternatively to O(m 2'4~) with a huge overhead[IS]). 
In the present paper we recall a modification of the revised simplex algorithm[4], compare 
[9], where O(m 2) operations always suffice at every pivot step without any sacrifice in the 
stability of the algorithm. Assuming that all input entries of A, b and c are integers, we estimate 
the computational errors of that modified algorithm (see Proposition 5. l of Sec. 5) and char- 
acterize both the time-complexity and the stability of the algorithm by estimating the numbers 
of bit-operations involved in its pivot step and in the whole computational process. The total 
number (bt) of bit-operations involved in an algorithm is called its bit-time and its bit-operation 
complexity (also its Boolean circuit size complexity). We estimate bt in Remark 5.2 of Sec. 5 
assuming that the computation ends where we compute the optimum basis matrix and an 
approximation tothe optimum solution vector x*. (In Remark 5.3 of Sec. 5 we also supply the 
estimates for the bit-operation complexity bt in the case where the computation continues until 
the exact value of the optimum solution vector x* has been computed.) In Remark 5.2 we arrive 
at the upper bound bt ~ (at)d*. Here (at) designates the algebraic running time of the algorithm, 
that is, the number of elementary algebraic operations involved in the algorithm (those operations 
are just arithmetical operations and the evaluations of square roots of positive numbers in our 
case) ,  
d* = log max {4D2/) + 8rD3mSrZ(condA)2(D + II~l/llA[[), 8r[[e[[mS'"(condA)2D}. (1.4) 
D is defined by (1.3); 
cond A = I[A[[ max {l[X-'ll, x is a nonsingular m x m submatrix of A}; (1.5) 
X 
if) = max {[det X[, X is an m x m submatrix of [A, b]}; 
x (1.6) 
15 -< max {D, [11~1"}, 
[A, b] is the m × (n + I) matrix formed by the n columns of A and by the vector b. 
Remark 1.2 
The upper bounds on D and/)  of (1.3) and (1.6) would substantially decrease for the 
average case inputs. The bound ( 1.4) would also decrease if we do not compute the optimum 
basis matrix but only a feasible point x where erx takes a nearly maximum value. 
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Our main objective is the complexity estimates but, to make the presentation more complete, 
we will also reproduce the basic modification of the revised simplex algorithm (compare 141) 
which relies on updating the factorization QRP of the current basis matrix at every pivot step. 
Here Q is oxthogonal, R is triangular, and P is permutation matrices. Such updating involves 
only O(m'-) elementary algebraic operations, it is always computationally stable, and it can be 
applied within any iterative algorithm (such as the dual revised simplex algorithm or the al- 
gorithms of [161 and [20]) where at every step a system of linear equations must be solved 
whose matrix varies from one iteration to the next one only in one column or in few columns, 
so that our study may have substantially broader applications than the analysis of the performance 
of the revised simplex algorithm and the modification of that algorithm (compare 19]). On the 
other hand, it is not clear if that modification preserves the enhanced efficiency of the modified 
simplex, algorithm in the cases where the input matrices are sparse and well structured. 
Remark 1.3 
As was pointed to us by Leonid Levin (comparing also 19]) we may apply the same 
algorithms to the transpose A T of A and arrive at the QR-factorization of the basis matrices Br 
because in that case the permutation matrix P can be included into the unitary matrix Q. 
Transposing the matrix QR we arrive at the factorization LQ r of B, L = R r is a lower triangular, 
QT is unitary. This minor simplification does not lead to any improvement of our asymptotic 
estimates. 
To conclude, we note that some other algorithms may turn out to be even more efficient 
than Karmarkar's and the simplex algorithms. In particular, a different family of finite algorithms 
for the problem (i .2) was presented already in the summer of 1983[ 14], and has been studied 
in [ 16]. That family includes an algorithm that involves O(t~n~ 2) algebraic operations at the first 
iteration and only O(rh(n~ + h)) at every other iteration. The average case upper estimate O(rh/ 
~i) log 3 ~q for the total number of iterations of that algorithm is deduced in [16] under some 
additional general assumptions about he behavior of the computed approximations to a solution. 
If the numerical experimentation confirms the latter assumption (our latest ests with dense input 
matrices ,~ gave much more favorable results than the results reported in [16]), then the latter 
algorithm will turn out to be faster than both simplex and Karmarkar's algorithms except possibly 
for the cases where the input matrices are sparse and structured. Also the numerical tests of 
the algorithms of [14] convince that they very rapidly decrease the objective funtion at several 
initial iterations o that the algorithms are particularly effective in the cases where it is required 
to satisfy the inequalities of (1.2) only within a small error, and this is indeed required in many 
applications. (We may apply the algorithms to the system (1.2) and stop the computation where 
Ay -> b - A and A is a nonnegative vector of a sufficiently small norm.) In [16] some further 
promising variations of those algorithms are suggested. 
We use the following order of presentation. In the next section we recall the method of 
the QR-factorization ofa matrix by successive Givens rotations[ 10], and estimate the arithmetical 
complexity and the errors of the computation i the case where the method is applied to a 
Hessenberg matrix. In Sec. 3 we apply that study in order to update the QRP-factorization of 
an arbitrary matrix and we estimate the complexity and the errors in that case. In Sec. 4 we 
apply such updating within the revised simplex algorithm along the line of [4] and [9] and 
estimate the arithmetical complexity of the resulting algorithm for the l.p. problem. In Sec. 5 
we add the estimates for the errors of that algorithm and for its bit-operation complexity. 
2. THE QR-FACTORIZAT1ON OF A HESSENBERG MATRIX 
In this section we will recall the well-known algorithm for the QR-factorization of a matrix 
A by successive Givens rotations[10], and will apply that algorithm to the case where A is a 
real m × m upper Hessenberg matrix H = [h,j], such that h,j = 0 if i> j  + 1; here and 
hereafter in this section i and j range from 0 to m - I. The algorithm successively computes 
the pairs Q(k), H(k) of m x m matrices uch that 
H(O) = H, H(k) = Qr(k)H(k - 1), Qr(k)Q(k) 
= l (m) ,  k = 1 ,2  . . . . .  m - 1. (2 .1 )  
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Here and hereafter l (m)  designates the m x m identity matrix; H(k)  = [hii(k)] designates the 
upper Hessenberg matrices; Q(k) = [qo(k)] designates the plane rotation matrices, k = I. 
2 . . . . .  m - l, such that 
qk-Lk - l (k )  = q,.s,(k) = b(k),  qk-,.,(k) = --qk.k-l(k) = c(k),  b"(k) + c'-(k) = 1. 
qo = O i f i# j ,q , (k )  = 1 if i#  k - 1 and i#:k ,  
hi+l.,(k) = 0 if i<  k. 
Equation (2.2) amounts to the choice of Qr(k) of the 
"1 .... 0 0 0 0 .... 0" 
Qr(k) = 
0 .. . .  1 0 0 0 . . . .  0 
0 . . . .  0 b(k) c(k) 0 . . . .  0 
0 . . . .  0 - c (k )  b(k) 0 . . . .  0 
0 . . . .  0 0 0 1 . . . .  0 
0 .... 0 0 0 0 .... 1 
following format, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
• where b:(k) + c:(k) = 1. 
Equation (2.3) means that the premultiplications of the matrix H by Qr(l),  Qr(2) . . . . .  Qr(k) 
successively cancel the entries (1, 0), (2, 1) . . . . .  (k, k - I) of that matrix. Therefore we 
will f'mally arrive at the triangular matrix R = H(m - 1), so that 
Qr  = Qr (m _ l)Qr(m _ 2 ) . . .  Qr(2)Qr(l), QrH = R ,  QrQ = t (m) .  (2.4) 
The matrix equation H(k)  = Qr (k )H(k  - 1) can be rewritten equivalently as follows, 
[compare (2.1), (2.2)1 
h,_ , j (k )  = tgk)h ,_ , , , (k  - 1) + c(k)hk,,(k - 1) for all j , 
hi, j (k)  = -c (k )hk_ t ,~(k  - 1)+ b(k)h , j (k  - 1)for all j , 
h~j(k) = hi,~(k - 1) for all other pairs (i,j). 
(2.5) 
Consequently (2.1) will he satisif(~l for i = k - 1 if we choose 
g(k) = (h[_ , . , _ , (k  - 1) + h[. ,_ , (k  - i))"'-, 
b(k) = i ,  ¢(k) = 0 i fg (k )  = O, 
b(k) = hk-,.k-,(k - l)/g(k), c(k) = h, .~-t(k - l ) /g (k )  o therwise .  
(2.6) 
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) define an algorithm for the evaluation of the entries of the 
matrices Q(k)  and H(k), which we will call Algor i thm 2. !. Let us estimate the number of 
elementary algebraic operations involved in that algorithm. Here and hereafter we will use the 
name elementary algebraic operations for both arithmetical operations and the evaluations of 
square roots. We will consider the evaluation of the entries 0 and 1 of the matrices Q(k)  and 
H(k)  cost-free. For a fixed k we may compute Q(k)  involving 4 arithmetical operations and 1 
evaluation of square root[ 10, p. 45] not counting the simpler logical operations of comparison. 
ComputingH(k) for a fixed k by (2.5) involves at most 3(2m - 2k + 1 ) arithmetical operations. 
Summing in k from I to m - 1 we arrive at the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 
For a given m x m upper Hessenberg matrix H, it is possible to compute the matrices 
R, Q(I) ,  Q(2) . . . . .  Q(m - I) (defined by (2.1)-(2.4)) involving at most (3m + 7)(m - 1) 
arithmetical operations and m - I evaluations of square roots, that is, a total of (3m + 8Xm - 1 ) 
elementary algebraic operations. 
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Remark 2.1 
In the sequel we will encounter Hessenberg matrices H such that h,.,_ t = 0 for i = 1, 2, 
. . . .  s. For such matrices we may choose Q(k) = I(m) for k = I, 2 . . . . .  s. Then the cost 
of computation by Algorithm 2.1 is reduced to at most (3m - 3s + 7)(m - s - I) arith- 
metical operations and to m - s - I evaluations of ~uare roots. 
Remark 2.2 
If we wish, we could multiply together the matrices Q( I ), Q(2) . . . . .  Q(m - I ) (involving 
less than m'- arithmetical operations) and obtain the Q-factor of H such that H = QR, QrQ = l(m). 
In the remainder of this section we will estimate the errors of the above computation 
assuming that we compute with d binary digits throughout, so that u = 2 ~ -a is the unit round- 
off. Hereafter in all our error estimates we will ignore the smaller terms of the order of magnitude 
O(u 2) = O(2-'~1) as d---+ ~c. 
At first we recall the following simple estimate (see Proposition 26.6 of [15]). 
PROPOSITION 2.2 
Let hk_~.~-i(k- 1) and hk.~-I(k- 1) be given and let Q(k) = [q~j~k)l and 
Q*(k, d) = [q*(k, d)] designate the 2 matrices of plane rotation (see (2.2)) whose parameters 
b(k), c(k) and b*(k, d), c*(k, d), respectively, have been computed by (2.6) using the infinite 
precision and the d-bit precision, respectively. Let 
H*(k,  d) = (Q*(k, d))rH(k - 1) = Ibm(k, d)]. 
Then the following relations hold, 
q*(k,d) = qo(k) i f i<k-1 ,  or i>k ,  o r j<k-1 ,  o r j>k ,  
Iq~(k, d) - qo(k)l <- 3ulqogk)[ <- 3u otherwise, 
(Q*(k, d))rQ*(k, d) = (1 + ",/*(k, d)) l(m), I,t*(k, d)l -< 6u, 
thL-,(k,  d) I <- u g(k) (here g(k) is defined by (2.6)). 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Relation (2.7) implies that the multiplication by the matrices Q*(k, d) does not practically 
magnify the errors. Relation (2.8) implies that for every k the entry (k, k - 1) of the matrix 
H*(k, d) is small. Thus we will not compute those entries but will assign the zero values to 
them, and this will not introduce any significant error. To present more specific error estimates, 
let H(k, d) = [h,(k, d)] designate the matrix of approximations to the entries of H(k) computed 
with d binary digits by (2. I)-(2.3); let b(k, d) and c(k, d) designate the approximations to b(k) 
and c(k) computed (with d binary digits) by (2.6) where the values h~_~_ ~(k - 1) are replaced 
by h,.~_ ,(k - I, d), i = k, k - 1; let Qr(k, d) designate the plane rotation matrices defined 
by b(k, d) and c(k, d); let A(k, d) = [80(k, d)] designate the matrix of the round-off errors of 
the multiplication of Qr(k, d) by H(k - 1, d) performed with d binary digits, here we include 
the errors of assigning the value 0 to the entry (k, k - 1) ofH(k,  d); k ranges from 1 to m = 1. 
Then we may rewrite (2.1) as follows, 
H(0, a') = H, H(k, d) = Qr(k, d)H(k - 1, at) + A(k, d), 
k = 1,2  . . . . .  m-  1. (2.9) 
Applying here backward error analysis[19], compare [7, pp. 8-11] and Proposition 23.2 
of [15], and using the relations (2.5), (2.7) and (2.8), we arrive at the following estimates. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. 
[~_,.~(k. ~ l  ~ (Ib(k. d~h~_~.,<k - l, d)[ + Ic(k, d~h~.,~k - 1, d)l)u fo r j  --> k - 1, 
18~.,(k. d)l -< (Ic(k. d)h~_t.,(k - 1, d)] + [b(k, d)h,.j(k - 1, d)[)u fo r j  > k, 
I~,.~-,(k, d)l --< ug(k, a), g(k, d) = (h~_,.,_,(k - !, d) 
+ h~,.~_ ,(k - 1, d)y'", compare (2.6), 
~,i(k.d) = 0 i f i~k-  l , i~k .  
CA.~A 11:11  - r  
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Next we will express our error estimates using the 2-norm of matrices. Propositon 2.3 
immediately implies that (compare {2.9). 
I)A(k, d)l[ <-- 2 3 -'llH(k - 1. d)l}tt. (2.10) 
We could reduce the factor 2 3'-' to 2 ~-" if we could ignore the error 8k~_ ~(k, at). 
Equation (2.10) and Proposition 2.2 imply the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.4. 
Under the notation of the equations (2.9) and of Proposition 2.3. the following relations 
hold, 
Qr(m - l ,d )Qr(m - 2, d ) . . .  Qr(2, d )Qr ( i .d )H  = R + Aid). 
Here R is an upper triangular matrix; IIA(d)ll --- 2~'-'(m - l)llHllu; Q(k, d) are some plane rotation 
matrices of the form (2.2) such that 
Qr(k, d)Q(k, d) = (1 + "/(k, d))i(m), t'Y(k, d)l -< 6u; 
1 - 3u -< IIQ(k, d)lt -< I + 3u,  k = 1,2 . . . . .  m - 1. 
Remark 2.3 
Under the assumptions of Remark 2. i, we may reduce the factor m - I to m - s - 1 
in the above bound on IlA(d)ll. 
3. UPDATINO THE QR-FACTORtZAT ION O~ A MATRIX AFTER REPLACtNG ONE OF 
ITS COLUMN-VECTORS 
Consider the following computational problem. 
Problem 3.1 
Inputs: integers m and s, such that 0 <- s < m; a real m-dimensional vector V,,; QR-factors 
Q* and R* of a real m × m matrix V, such that 
V --- Q 'R* ,  (Q. ) rQ.  _- l(m), R* is upper triangular. (3.1) 
(Let us designate V = IV0, V, . . . . .  V,,_,], so that Vj denotes the (i + j)-th column of V.) 
Outputs (to be computed): m x m matrices Q and R such that 
provided that the matrix 
W = QR, QrQ = l(m), R is upper triangular, 
W = [Vo, V, . . . . .  V,- I ,  V~+l, V,+2 . . . . .  V,,,] 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
and that furthermore 
h 0 = 0 i f i  > j  + I, 
hl+,j = 0 i f j<s .  (3.5) 
is obtained from the matrix V by deleting the column V, and appending the column V,, at the 
rightmost position. 
As follows from (3.2)-(3.4), the matrix H = (Q*)rW can be obtained from the matrix 
R* = (Q*)rv by deleting the ( I + s)-th column of R* and appending the column (Q*)rV~, at 
the rightmost position. It follows that H = [h o] is an upper Hessenberg matrix so that 
(3.4) 
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Therefore we may solve Problem 3.1 as follows. 
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Algorithm 3. I 
Step 1. Compute the vector (Q*)‘V, and define the upper Hessenberg matrix 
H= (Q*)TW = [h,,] such that (3.5) holds. 
Srep 2. Apply Algorithm 2.1 and compute the matrices Q(s + I), Q(s + 2), . . . , 
Q(m - I). R such that (2.4) holds if we choose Q(I) = Q(2) = . . . = Q(s) = I(m). 
Srep 3. Successively compute the matrices 
Q*(k) = Q*(k - l)Q(k) for k = s + 1, s + 2, . . . , m - I (3.6) 
where Q*(s) = Q*. Designate Q = Q*(m - I ). 
Algorithm 3. I involves at most m(2m - I) arithmetical operations at Step I and at most 
6(m - s - I )m arithmetical operations at Step 3. Recall also Remark 2.1 and derive the 
following estimate. 
PRO~SITION 3.1 
Algorithm 3.1 solves Problem 3.1 involving at most (9m - 3s + 7) 
x (m - s - 1) + 2m2 - m arithmetical operations and m - s - 1 evaluations of square 
roots, that is, a total of (9m - 3s + 8)(m - s - I) + 2m* - m elementary algebraic op- 
erations. 
In the next proposition we present he estimates for the errors of computation by Algorithm 
3.1. As in the previous section, we will keep ignoring the smaller terms of the order of magni- 
tude O(u)‘. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 
Let Q(d) and R(d) designate the approximations to the matrices Q and R computed by 
Algorithm 3.1 with rounding-off to d binary digits throughout the computation. Then 
llQT(dJQ(d - h)ll 5 h. 
llQ(4Q7(4 - hm)ll 5 2~ 
I - cu 5 ]]Q(Cnll 5 1 + cu. 
/QT(dW - R(d)\1 5 (cllwll + m IlV,ll)u, c = (m”* + 3)(m - s - 1). 
To derive the estimates of Proposition 3.2, we recall that all of the matrices of the computed 
approximations to the plane rotation matrices and to Q* are nearly orthogonal matrices. The 
multiplication by such matrices may magnify the errors at most by the factor 1 + O(u), that 
is, it may increase the error bounded by cu at most to cu + O(u') . This should not be considered 
a magnification of errors at all as long as we keep ignoring the terms O(d). Thus we only 
need to estimate the errors introduced at Steps I, 2, and 3 of Algorithm 3.1 and to sum those 
errors. We will apply backward error analysis in order to estimate the errors of matrix-vector 
multiplication at Step 1 and of matrix multiplication at Step 3 (compare [7], pp. 8-l 1). We 
will arrive at the upper bounds IIVJu and mJT2(m - s - I )u on the norms of the error matrices 
of the outputs of Steps 1 and 3, respectively. (The bound m”“(m - s - I)u represents the 
m - s - I bounds rnj 5 on the 2-norms of the m - s - 1 error matrices of all of the 
m - s - 1 matrix multiplications (3.6).) Applying Corollary 2.4 and recalling Remark 2.3 
for H = Q*W we derive the bounds on the error of computing the matrices R and Q(k), 
k=s+ l.s+2..... m - 1. at Step 2. This way we arrive at the bounds 
I - 3(m - s - 1)~ 5 IIQ(s + 1. d)Q(s + 2, 6) . . . Q(m - 1, 411 
5 1 + 3(m - s - l)u, 
QT(m - 1. d). , QT(s + 2. d)Q’(s + I. d)Q(s + I )Q(s 
-I- 2.d). . Q(m - 1, d) = (1 + y(d)U(m). 
where Iy(&! zz 6012 - s - 1)~. Those bounds characterize the error of computing the Q- 
factors. Combining the latter estimates with the above bound rn’ ?m - s - 1)~ on the error 
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introduced at Step 3, we arrive at the first four inequalities of Proposition 3.2, which characterize 
the error of computing Q(d). We also recall the upper bound 2 3 -'(m - s - I )flWHu on the 
norm of the perturbation matrix of the equation QrW - R caused by the round-off errors in 
computing Q and R at Step 2 of the algorithm, see Corollary 2.4. Since that error is never 
magnified as Algorithm 3. l performs, we obtain that 
IlQr(d)W - R(d)tl ~ 23:'(m - s - 1)llWllu + [IA*II, 
where A* is the matrix that represents the errors introduced at Steps 1 and 3. so that 
[[A*][ _< (mllV.H + ma'2(m- -s -  l)llWIl)u, see above. Summing the latter bound with 
2V2(m - s - 1)tlWllu and replacing 2 3'2 by a larger constant 3, we arrive at the last estimate 
of Proposition 3,2 that bounds the norm of Qr(coW - R(d). 
Remark 3.1 
If the input matrices Q* and R* are given with some errors of the order O(u) (and if we 
ignore the terms of the order O(u2)), then we may bound the total errors by summing the input 
errors and the errors estimated in Proposition 3.2. Similarly, if we change the matrix A several 
times, each time replacing one of the columns by a new column, and if we update the QR- 
factorization of the resulting matrices uccessively applying Algorithm 3. i, then the total errors 
of the final QR-factorization can be estimated as the sum of the errors of the QR-factorization 
of A and of all errors introduced by all applications of Algorithm 3.1. This implies the following 
error bounds after r successive applications of Algorithm 3. I, 
HQr(cOQ(d) -/(rn)l[-< 2c(m)ru, 
HQ(d)Qr(d) - l(m)[[-< 2c(m)ru, 
1 - c(m)ru < I IQfd)ll <-- 1 + c(m)ru, 
IlQr(d)W - R(d)l[ <-- (c(m) +- m)dlUlJu, 
(3.7) 
where c(m) is the average value of (m 3'2 + 3) (m - s - 1) in all of the applications of Algo- 
rithm 3. l, 
c(m) < (m 3:2 + 3)(m - I), (3.8) 
and U is the matrix that consists of all distinct columns of the inputs V and V,, of Algorithm 
3.1 at all of its applications. 
Remark 3.2 
For every k, multiplication by a matrix Q(k, d) may cause the round-off errors only in 2 
rows of the resulting matrices. Therefore the actual errors of computing Q and R by Algorithm 
3.1 will tend to be smaller than the estimated one. 
4. APPLICATION OF ALGORITHM 3.1 WITHIN THE REVISED 
SIMPLEX ALGORITHM 
Next we will consider application of Algorithm 3. i within the revised simplex algorithm. 
We will briefly ma l l  that algorithm following its presentation i  [6, oh. 7] (with minor notational 
changes). 
Step I. Solve the system 
y B = ca. (4.1) 
Step 2. Choose an entering column At of the matrix AN such that y A, < ck. If y Ak --> c~ 
for all columns of AN, then x* is optimum solution. 
Step 3. Solve the system 
B w = A~. (4.2) 
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Srep 4. Find the largest finite r such that x$ - f w L 0. If there is no such t, then the 
problem is unbounded; otherwise, go to Step 5. 
Srep 5. Set the value of the entering variable at r and replace the entries of the basis 
variables by x3 - f w. Replace the leaving column of B by the entering column A, and, 
respectively, replace the leaving entry of cB by cL. Go to Step 1. 
At Step 2 we will compute the values yA, - c, for all nonbasis j and will choose the 
entering column AI such that 
y Al. - C~ 5 y A, - c, for all nonbasis j, (4.3) 
that is, such that the latter differences attain their minimum value at j = k. This is the most 
customary policy, see some other possible strategies in 16, 81. We will define r at Step 4 as 
min (x;ClwJ over all basis subscripts j where such quotients are nonnegative. 
It remains to specify the method of solving the two systems of linear equations (4.1) and 
(4.2). We will assume that &fore every iteration we are given the factorization of the basis 
matrix B of the following form, 
B = QRP, Q’Q = QQ’ = I(m), (4.4) 
where R is a triangular matrix and P is an m x m permutation matrix, such that 
P 
I(s) 0 
= 
[ I 0 P(m - s) ’ 
P(m - s) is the following (m - s) X (m - s) permutation matrix, 
0 1 0 . . 0 
OOl..O 
P(m - s) = 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , OOO..l lOO..O 
s is the position where the column of B was updated at the latest iteration. Initially the QR- 
factors are trivial, Q = R = I(m), provided that the algorithm starts with the ‘identity basis 
matrix B = f(m). If the basis matrix B at the first iteration does not take any special form, 
then the QR-factors of B can be found by successive Housholder transformations or by successive 
Givens rotations[ 101. Of course, those algorithms can be applied also for updating the QR- 
factorization of B every time when the basis is updated but we will update (4.4) using the 
simpler Algorithm 3.1. Having QRP-factors of 8, we may immediately reduce the systems 
(4. I) and (4.2) to the triangular form as follows, 
ZR = cB P-‘, y = z QT, (4.5) 
v = QT Ak, R P w = v. (4.6) 
Then the triangular systems can be solved by the back substitution algorithm. Hereafter we will 
refer to the above version of the revised simplex algorithm as to Algorithm 4.1. 
In Table 4.1 and the next proposition we will estimate the numbers of elementary algebraic 
operations (arithmetics and the evaluations of square roots) involved at all stages in one iteration 
of Algorithm 4. I. (We will not count logical operations of comparisons and of keeping the 
track of the permutations caused by the multiplications by the matrices P- ’ because these 
operations are simpler and are not too numerous.) 
pROPOSITlOr‘; 4.1 
At each iteration Algorithm 4.1 involves at most (2m + 1 )(n - m) + 17m’ - 2m - 9 
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Table 4.1. 
computed 
values 
number of 
elementary 
algebraic 
operations 
involved 
all of all of updated 
= csP-'R-'  y = zQ r yA, - c, v = QrA, w = P- 'R- 'v  x* w x~' - tw QandR 
m: 2m-" - m 2m(n - m) 2m: - m m: n - m 2m - 2 l lm: - 2m - 8 
arithmetical operations and at most m - 1 evaluations of square roots, that is. a total of 
(2m + l)(n - m) + 17m" - m - 10 elementary algebraic operations. 
Remark  4 .1  
The complexity of updating Q and R (represented in the last column of Table 4.1 ) actually 
depends on the position s of the leaving column of the basis matrix B. The complexity decreases 
as s grows (see Proposition 3.1). For instance, if s = 2m/3 ,  then the upper bound of the last 
column of Table 4.1 and consequently the estimate of Proposition 4.1 decrease by 10(2m - !) 
m/3 operations. The cost of computing the quotients x* /w i may also be less than we estimated 
it because actually we need to compute only nonnegative quotients of that form. The cost of 
computing the differences yAj - cj will also decrease on the average input if we discard (4.3) 
and choose the entering column by a simpler procedure, say, following one of the rules cited 
on p. 115 of [6]. 
Remark  4.2 
The vector x~' can be computed from the system of linear equations 
B x~' = be. (4.7) 
using 3m 2 - m arithmetical operations provided that the factorization (4.4) is available. Here- 
after the modification of Algorithm 4.1 where Step 5 is replaced by the evaluation of x~' from 
the system (4.7) will be called Algor i thm 4.2. Algorithm 4.2 involves a little more arithmetical 
operations than Algorithm 4.1 does but avoids any accumulation of the errors in the process of 
the evaluation ofx~. This enables us to substantially decrease the upper bounds on the magnitudes 
of the total output errors comparing with the bounds that we can deduce in the case where 
Algorithm 4.1 has been applied. Some further modifications of the algorithm would follow if 
we apply the well-known method of iterative improvement[7, 10], in order to refine the solutions 
to the systems (4.1), (4.2) and/or (4.7). We do not consider the latter modifications in this 
paper although they may he useful practically and may also lead to some improvement of our 
theoretical estimates. 
5. ERROR ESTIMATES AND THE BIT-OPERATION COMPLEXITY OF THE REVISED 
SIMPLEX ALGORITHM 
In this section we will estimate the errors of the computation by Algorithm 4.1 provided 
that the computation is performed with d binary digits. We will keep ignoring the terms of the 
order O(u2), u = 2'-'~, d - - ,  ~o. 
We have already estimated the errors introduced at the stage of updating the factors (2 and 
R of (4.4) in Section 3. In our further study we will assume that all inputs, that is, the entries 
of the matrix A and of the vectors b and e in ( I. ! ), are integers. (Note that if those entries are 
real, we may chop the fractions in their binary representation to d binary digits and turn all of 
the resulting rational approximations to the inputs into integers by scaling the relations ( I. 1 ). ) 
Let us estimate the errors introduced at Steps I -5 of one iteration of Algorithm 4.2 (where 
at Step 5 we compute x~' from the system (4.7), see Remark 4.2). We will use the following 
notation, s(d) will stand for the computed approximation to s where s can be a scalar, a vector, 
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or a matrix; A(s.d) = s(d) - s; u denotes the unit round-off, u = 2 ~-d. We will simplify our 
estimates assuming that A(Q, d) = 0, so that the error of the computed factorization (4.4) stems 
only from the error of computing the factor R. Formally, we will assume that 
B = Q(d)(Rid) + A(R, d))P (5.1) 
and that Q(d) and Rid) satisfy (3.7) provided that B replaces W and A replaces U in (3.7). Then 
(3.7) wil l  imply that IIA(R, d)ll = O(u) as u ---, 0. 
We apply the backward error analysis in order to estimate the errors of matrix-vector 
multiplication and of solving a triangular system of linear equations by the back substitution 
algorithm (compare [19], pp. 209, 215] and [71, pp. 8-11 and 181). This leads us to the 
following estimates where we have the factor m 3`2 rather than the factor m due to the use of 
the 2-norm of matrices, compare Proposition 2.3. 
IIA(Y, d)] ~ IIA(z, d)ll + m~'Zllzllu, IIA(v, d)ll < m~'211A~Jlu, 
z(d)(R + A(R, d) + A) = csP -~, (R + A(R, at) + A')Pw(d) = v + A(v, d), 
IIAII--< 8, IIA'II < 8, ~ = mt'21lRIlu. 
(5.2) 
Applying the well-known estimates for the perturbation of the solution of a system of linear 
equations caused by the perturbation of the coefficients and of the right hand side vector of that 
system (see [1], p. 463]) we deduce from (4.5), (4.6), and (5.2) that 
II~(z, d)ll ~ IIR-'112 * IJcall * IIA(R, d) + All, 
II~(w, d)ll ~ IIR-Ill * (llA(v, d)ll + IIR-Ill * IJvll * IIA(R, d) + a'll). 
Combine the latter estimates with (3.7), (5.1), and (5.2), note that 
IIRII = IiBII, IIR-'II = IiB-'ll, Ilzll ~ IiB-'ll * IIcBII, Ilvll = IIA,II, 
and arrive at the following bounds, 
IIA(z, d)lt 
II~(Y, d)ll 
IIA(w, d)lt 
< liB-Ill" * IIc8118(r, re)u, 
liB-ill * Ilcall (liB-'llS(r, m) + m3'2)u, 
-- liB-ill * IlAkll(m ~- + liB-IllS(r, m))u. 
(5.3) 
Here 
8(r, m) = ml~2liBl] + (c(m) + m)llmllr ~ [[All(m ''2 + (c(m) + m)r), (5.4) 
r is the number of iterations of Algorithm 4.1, and c(m) is defined by (3.8). 
We also note that x~ and w are computed similarly to each other. It suffices to replace A~ 
by bs in order to shift from (4.2) to (4.7). Consequently we may immediately shift from the 
estimate for A(w, a t) of (5.3) to the next bound, 
II,~(xg, d)ll ~ liB-'11 * Ilbll(m ~': ÷ liB-'liB(r, m))u. (5.5) 
Next we will easily derive the following estimates (ignoring the terms O(u2), u --* 0): 
IA(yAj - c,, d)] <--IIA(y,d)ll * IIAjll + (mllYll * IIAjll + Icjl)u 
-< liB-ill * IIcBII * IIA~It(IIB-'II8(r, m) + m: : + m)u + Icjlu, 
IA(x*/w,, d)t -< A(x*, a')l/Iw, I + ~x*/w,l(u + IA(w,, d)/wjl). 
(5.6) 
Now we recall that the vectors y. w and xl satisfy the equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.7) 
whose coefficients are integers by our assumption. Therefore very entry of those three vectors 
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can be represented asp/det  B for some integer p. (Note that det 8 is also an integer. ) Furthermore 
wj = det B( j ,k) /det  8 where B(j ,k)  is an m x m submatrix of the tn x (m + 1) matrix formed 
by B and by the column A,. Using the notation (1.3) and (1.6) we immediately deduce that for 
every j, 
eitherwj = 0 or l /O  <--[w,[ <-O; 
eitherx*wj = 0 or l /O  <- x/*/w, < E): 
either yAj = cj or lyA, - c,] >- I /D.  
(5.7) 
Similarly for every pair i and j, 
either (yAj - c~) = (yA, - c~) or I (yAj  - cj) - (yA, - c,) I >- l /D;  
either x~'/w* = x* /%,  or ]x*/w*) - (x*/w/)[ > I /D".  
(5.8) 
The main objective of our computation by Algorithm 4.2 is to define optimum basis matrix 
B and its factocization (4.4) because with that information we may easily compute optimum 
vector ~ from the system (4.7). In order to define optimum B, we only need to define the 
entering and leaving columns of A at all iterations of the algorithm. If we compute with d digits, 
then we should only care about keeping the errors [A(yAj - c,, d)l and IA(~/w. a)l sufficiently 
small in order to avoid any distortion of the results of the comparisons at Steps 2 and 4 of our 
algorithm. Therefore the basis matrix B will be chosen correctly if in performing our computation 
we assure that 
IA(yAj - ej, d)l < l /(2D),  IA(~/w,,  d)l < I / (2D 2) for al l j .  (5.9) 
Recall (5.6), note that 1141 ~ I~sll, 11,411 ~ IIBII, I~tl ~ IIA:I for all j, and deduce that the first 
inequality of (5.9) holds for all j if 
lIB-'11 * t1¢tl * IlA~lIB-'ll~i(r, m) + m 3'~ + m)u + Ilcllu < l / (2D) .  
Assun~ hereafter that m > 2, r > 1, recall that IIAII * IIB-'ll > IIBII * liB-HI ~ I and deduce 
that tbe first inequality of (5.9) holds for all j if 
4rllcllnP'2(cond A)2D <- l /u  = 2 a-~ (5.10) 
where cond A is defined by (1.5). 
Similarly we estimate the following lower bounds on l /u  and d that assure the second 
inequality of (5.9) for all j (in order to derive that bound, we combine the relations (5.3)- 
(5.8)). 
2D2D + 4rD3mSafcond A)-'(D + III~I/IIAII)-< l/u = 2 d-' (5.11) 
It is immediately verified that for d -> d*, where d* is defined by (1.4), the inequalities 
(5.10) and (5.11) and consequently the inequalities (5.9) hold, so that the computation with d 
binary digits by Algorithm 4.2 correctly defines the basis matrix B after r iterations. We arrive 
at the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.1 
Let Algorithm 4.2 compute with d binary digits and let the computation end after r 
iterations. Let D be defined by (1.3) and let d be such that (5.10) and (5.11 ) hold, that is. let 
d -> d* and d* be defined by (1.4). Then eitber the given I.p. problem is unbounded and this 
is detected by the algorithm or the problem has optimum solution x* associated with some 
optimum basis matrix B and in this case the r-th iteration of the algorithm correctly computes 
optimum B and also computes optimum x* with the error bound defined by (5.4) and (5.5). 
Remark 5.1 
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The upper estimates of Proposition 5.1 are overly pessimistic, as should be expected from 
the worst case estimates of this kind. Practically, the computation gives satisfactory results even 
where it has been performed with substantially fewer than d* binary digits and even if the 
revised simplex algorithm relies on the triangular factoritations of the basis matrices B that are 
less stable than (4.4) (compare 16). p. 115). 
Remark 5.2 
If an arithmetical operation is performed with d binary digits, then it can be reduced to a 
certain minimum number k(d) of bit operations. We will call bt(d) the bit-operation complexity 
(and the Boolean circuit size complexity) of that arithmetical operation. We may extend that 
definition to the evaluation of square roots and then we may define the bit operation complexity 
of an algorithm (such as Algorithm 4.2) that consists of a sequence of elementary algebraic 
operations (see more about hat subject in [15]). It is well known that an arithmetical operation 
and the evaluation of a square root can be performed with d binary digits involving br(d) = O(d 
log d log log 6) bit-operations1 121. Thus the bit-complexity of an algorithm depends on the 
number of elementary algebraic operations involved and on the complexity of the representation 
of the operands (that is, on the numbers of binary digits required in order to represent he 
operands). so that the running time of algorithm is represented more completely by the bit- 
complexity than by the number of elementary algebraic operations involved. We may com- 
bine Propositions 4. I and 5. I and Remark 4.2 and estimate the upper bound 
br(d*)((2m + l)(n - m) + 20m* - 2m - 10)r on the bit-complexity of Algorithm 4.2 for 
the 1.~. problem with the inputs A, b and c where d* is defined by (1.4). The latter number of 
bit-operations i sufficient in order to find out if the 1.~. problem (I. 1) has a solution and to 
evaluate optimum basis and an approximation to a solution with the precision defined by (5.4) 
and (5.5) provided that there exists a solution. Some upper estimates for the factor r (equal to 
the number of the pivot steps) are given in 12, 3. 6, 18) and 113, p. 4341. 
Remark 5.3 
In principle. we may refine the computed approximation tothe optimum solution x$ and 
obtain the exact value of x8 if we know (det B( and if (5.9) holds. Indeed, we can immediately 
deduce from (5.5) and (5.9) that 
(A(xi. 41 < l/12 det B(. 
Therefore it is sufficient if we compute the vector xJ(d)ldet Bj, round its entries to the nearest 
integers. and then divide the resulting vector xJ/det Bj by ldet ~1. Since jdet B( is an integer, 
it is sufficient o compute an approximation to it with the absolute rror less than 112. We may 
approximate (det Sl by computing ldet R(d)1 in m - 1 multiplications. Then the refinement of 
x$(& to xi will only cost a total of 3m - I arithmetical operations. Next we will supply the 
estimates for the number d of binary digits sufficient for the exact evaluation of det B. We will 
assume that the approximations Q(d). R(d) to the factors Q and R of (4.4) have already been 
computed and we will keep ignoring the terms of the order O(u’), u = 21md,  -* =. We deduce 
from (3.7) where B and A replace W and U. respectively. that 
(det(Q’(d)B)( - ldet RI 5 rm(c(m) + m)Du, 
I - Wrc(m)u 5 (det(Oc6)QT(6))1 = ldet Q(d)\’ 5 1 + Zm”rc(m)u, 
compare (3.8). It follows that 
ldet B: = !det(Q’(G)B)idet(Q’(6)) 
can be approximated by ldet RI \\ith the en-or at most 
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where D is def ined in (1.3). Add here the error of  the multipl ication of  m diagonal entries of  
R(d) by each other, performed with d binary digits, (that error is at most mDu),  and obtain that 
the error of  computing IdetBI with d binary digits does not exceed m( l + r(m + (1 + m2)c(m)))Du. 
Since we only need to keep the latter error below 1/2, it will suffice if d > 2 + 
Iog(m(I + r(m + (1 + m2)c(m)))D). If d satisfies the latter inequality and (5.9), then our 
computation indeed defines the exact value of  opt imum vector and br(d)((2m + 1) 
(n - m) + 20m 2 + m - 1 l ) r  bit-operations suffice in order to obtain that value. 
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